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BACKGROUND

Q1: PREDICTION

• In articulation, coarticulatory resistance (CR) and
coarticulatory aggressiveness (CA) are highly
correlated (Recasens & Rodríguez, 2016).
• CR: how resistant is C to V’s articulation?
• CA: how much does C’s articulation affect V?
• Q1: Can the relationship between CR and CA be
acoustically captured?
LE slope
• Locus equation: F2onset = c + k×F2mid (Krull, 1987)
• Vowel Euclidian distance: vowel dispersion

• CR: p < t < s < ʃ (proportional

• Q2: What factors should be controlled for in LE
calculations?
• VOT↑ LE slopes (Engstrand and Lindblom, 1997)
• Vowel duration ↓ LE slopes (Duez, 1992)

Q2: PREDICTION

EXPERIMENT

5th ASA/AJA, Honolulu, Hawaii
Nov 28 - Dec 2, 2016

Q1: RESULTS

to tongue dorsal involvement)

à LEs: ʃ < s < t < p

“pope”

“soap”

• CA: p < t < s < ʃ (highly
• correlated with the order of CR)

à Vowel Euclidean distance:
ʃ<s<t<p

•
•
•
•

scripted dialogues (Lindblom, 2007)
32 participants
target C is one of / p t s ʃ/
vowels vary among among /i/, /æ/,
/ɑ/, /oʊ/, or /u/
• total tokens: 2523

ACOUSTIC CORRELATES OF PROMINENCE

LE slope indicates degree of coarticulation
1. Prominence decreases LE slopes
2. VOT increases LE slopes
3. Long vowels decreases LE slopes
ü 2 & 3 are acoustic correlates of 1. Therefore, under
prominence, VOT and vowel duration should result in
confounding effects on LE slopes.

• LE slopes: ʃ (0.44) < s (0.49) < t (0.72) < p (0.86)
• Vowel Euclidean distance: ʃ (0.48) < s (0.51) < t (0.53) < p (0.59)

Q2: RESULTS
• When VOT and vowel
duration not controlled for

• After VOT and vowel
duration controlled for
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Figure adapted from
Lindblom, 2007

• Under prominence:
• Noise portion before voicing is longer.
• Vowel duration is longer.
• Vowels are more dispersed.

• LE slopes and vowel dispersion are acoustic counterparts to
coarticulatory resistance and aggressiveness.
• CR and CA appear as the mirror image of each other in acoustics.
• Coarticulation is correlated with consonantal and vowel duration.
• LEs are highly affected by the acoustic correlates of coarticulation.
• Acoustic correlates of articulation must be controlled for when
articulation is interpreted based on acoustics.
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(1) Prominence ↓ LE slopes
(2) Longer VOT (a à b) ↑ LE slopes
(3) Expanded vowel space ↓ LE slopes

DISCUSSION
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• Longer VOT increases LE slopes as predicted in (2).
• Longer vowels decreases LE slopes as predicted in (3).
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